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(57) ABSTRACT 

The invention provides nonhuman transgenic animals With a 
disrupted FHIT gene. The invention further provides trans 
genic mice in Which one or both Fhit alleles have been 
inactivated. Preferably, the Fhit-de?cient mice develop mul 
tiple tumors of both visceral and sebaceous origin, similar to 
those of Muir-Torre familial cancer syndrome. The present 
invention further relates to the generation of these transgenic 
mice and their use as model systems to study the effects of 
carcinogenic agents in promoting clonal expansion of neo 
plastic cells in cancers, preferably gastrointestinal cancers of 
Which Muir-Torre syndrome is a subset. The invention 
further relates to testing therapeutic agents for their efficacy 
in the prevention and treatment of cancer, preferably gas 
trointestinal cancer. 
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MUIR-TORRE-LIKE SYNDROME IN FHIT 
DEFICIENT MICE 

[0001] This application claims the bene?t of US. Provi 
sional Application No. 60/196,534 ?led Apr. 11, 2000, 
Which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. 

[0002] This invention Was made in part With government 
support under Grant numbers CA21124 and CA56336 
awarded by the National Cancer Institute, USPHS; Grant 
number 97B115-REV from the American Institute for Can 
cer Research and Grant number ME99-105 from the Penn 
sylvania Department of Health. The Government has certain 
rights in the invention. 

1. FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] The present invention relates to the ?eld of cancer 
biology, more particularly to transgenic animal that are 
predisposed to the development of multiple tumors and are 
useful as models for Muir-Torre familial cancer syndrome. 

2. BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0004] Since it Was ?rst noted that human chromosomal 
fragile sites mapped to chromosome bands that Were non 
randomly altered by translocations or deletions in neopla 
sias, it has been proposed that the recombinogenicity of 
fragile sites, possibly enhanced by environmental carcino 
gens, could lead to altered expression of oncogenes or tumor 
suppressor genes at fragile sites (Yunis and Soreng, 1984, 
Science 226:1199-1204). The corollary of the proposal is 
that alterations to expression of genes at fragile sites con 
tribute to clonal expansion of the neoplastic cells. FHIT is 
thus far the only example of a gene at a constitutive fragile 
region and shoWs many hallmarks of a tumor suppressor 
gene (Ohta et al., 1996, Cell 84:587-597). 

[0005] The FHIT gene is altered by deletion or transloca 
tion in a large fraction of many types of cancers, including 
lung, cervical, gastric and pancreatic (Ohta et al., 1996, Cell 
84:587-597; Sozzi et al., 1996, Cell 85:17-26; Hendricks et 
al., 1997, Cancer Res. 57:2112-2115; Greenspan et al., 1997, 
Cancer Res. 57:4692-4698; Balfa et al., 1998, Cancer Res. 
58:4708-4714; Simon et al., 1998 Cancer Res. 58:1538 
1587; Sorio et al., 1999, Cancer Res. 59:1308-1314). FHIT 
protein is lost or reduced in the majority of these cancers, in 
a large fraction of other cancer types (Hadaczek et al., 1998, 
Cancer Res. 58:2946-295; Ingvarsson et al., 1999, Cancer 
Res. 59:2682-2689; van Heerden et al., 1999, J. Oral Path. 
Med. 28:433-437), and preneoplastic lesions in the lung 
(Sozzi et al., 1998, Cancer Res. 58:5032-5037). Neverthe 
less, acceptance of FHIT as a tumor suppressor has not been 
universal (Le Beau et al., 1998, Genes Chromosomes Can 
cer 21:281-289), With some reports suggesting that fragility 
of the locus alone could account for the occurrence of clonal 
or oligoclonal genetic alterations at FHIT in cancers. To 
de?ne the role of FHIT protein in cancer development, a 
strain of Fhit-de?cient mice Was established. Surprisingly, 
these mice develop symptoms analogous to those seen in 
humans With Muir-Torre Syndrome (MTS), Which is char 
acterized by a predisposition for developing a combination 
of sebaceous and visceral tumors. The Fhit-de?cient mice of 
the invention afford the opportunity for studying Muir-Torre 
Syndrome in a nonhuman animal. 

[0006] Citation or discussion of a reference herein shall 
not be construed as an admission that such is prior art to the 
present invention. 
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3. SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0007] The present invention provides an embryonic stem 
cell containing a disruption of the FHIT locus, Wherein said 
disruption comprises a termination codon in an exon 5 
coding region. The invention further provides a transgenic 
mammal comprising cells that contain a disruption of the 
FHIT locus, Wherein said disruption comprises a termination 
codon in an exon 5 coding region. The FHIT disruption can 
be homozygous or heterozygous. In a preferred embodi 
ment, the transgenic mammal is a mouse. In one embodi 
ment, the mouse is chimeric for the disruption of the FHIT 
locus. In another embodiment, the germline and somatic 
cells of the mouse contain the disruption of the FHIT locus. 
Preferably, the mouse comprising the FHIT disruption is 
characterized by a predisposition to developing a spectrum 
of visceral and skin tumors, and/or by hypersensitivity to 
NMBA. In a speci?c embodiment, the mouse comprising the 
FHIT disruption further comprises a disruption in the MSH2 
gene. 

[0008] The present invention further provides cell culture 
prepared from cells of a transgenic mouse that is homozy 
gous or heterozygous for the FHIT disruption 

[0009] The present invention yet further provides a 
method of testing carcinogenicity of a molecule, comprising 
administering said molecule to a Fhit-disrupted transgenic 
mouse and comparing the rate of tumor formation in said 
transgenic mouse With a control mouse of the same genotype 
to Which the molecule is not administered, Wherein an 
increased rate of tumor formation folloWing administration 
of the molecule is indicative that the molecule is a carcino 
gen. 

[0010] Alternatively, the invention provides a method of 
testing carcinogenicity of a molecule, comprising contacting 
the cell culture generated from a mouse homozygous or 
heterozygous for a Fhit disruption With said molecule and 
comparing the rate of proliferation of said cell culture With 
an untreated cell culture; Wherein an increased rate of 
proliferation folloWing exposure to the molecule is indica 
tive that the molecule is a carcinogen. 

[0011] The present invention further provides a method of 
testing the therapeutic e?icacy of a molecule in treating or 
preventing cancer comprising administering said molecule 
to a Fhit-disrupted transgenic mouse and comparing the rate 
of tumor formation in said transgenic mouse With a control 
mouse of the same genotype to Which the molecule is not 
administered, Wherein a reduced rate of tumor formation 
folloWing administration of the molecule is indicative that 
the molecule has therapeutic value for cancer. 

[0012] Alternatively, the present invention provides a 
method of testing the therapeutic ef?cacy of a molecule in 
treating or preventing cancer comprising contacting the cell 
culture generated from a mouse homozygous or heterozy 
gous for a Fhit disruption With said molecule and comparing 
the rate of proliferation of said cell culture With an untreated 
cell culture; Wherein a reduced rate of cell proliferation 
folloWing exposure to the molecule is indicative that the 
molecule has therapeutic value for cancer. 

3.1 Abbreviations 

[0013] NMBA: N, nitrosomethylbenzylamine 

[0014] H & E: hematoxylin and eosin 
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[0015] MTS: Muir-Torre syndrome 

[0016] MSI: Microsatellite instability 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0017] FIG. 1: Murine FHIT genomic locus, targeting and 
screening strategy. The top line represents the FHIT 
genomic locus surrounding exon 5. The middle line depicts 
the targeting vector With a 6.6 kb HindIII (H)-Pst1 (P) 
fragment With a termination codon introduced into exon 5. 
The targeted locus after homologous recombination is 
shoWn at the bottom With the probe used for Southern blot 
screening of ES colony and progeny DNA after BamHI (B) 
cleavage. Positions of the primers used for PCR-ampli?ca 
tion of progeny DNA, to identify Wild-type (ER) and 
targeted (N,R) alleles, are shoWn. Restriction enZyme sites 
are shoWn for EcoRV (EV), EcoRI (E1), Sph1 (Sp), Sac1 
(S), Not1 (N), Nco1 (Nc), Pmel (Pm). The 5'®3' sequences 
of the three primers F, R and N are, respectively: 
CTTGAATCTAGGCTGCATTCTAGCGAG (SEQ. ID. 
NO.: 1), GATTCCTTGCTTACCTTTTGGGGATGG (SEQ. 
ID. NO.: 2), and TGGGCTCTATGGCTTCTGAGGC (SEQ. 
ID. NO.: 3). The ?rst reaction product is a Wild-type 
fragment of ~450 bp containing exon 5; the second product 
is a mutant fragment of ~280 bp spanning from the Neo 
selection gene to intron 5. PCR conditions Were: denatur 
ation 940 C., 30 s; annealing 620 C., 30 s; elongation 720 C., 
30 s; 35 cycles. 

[0018] FIG. 2: Absence of FHIT protein in the Fhit —/— 
mice. Lysates from tissues of Fhit —/— mice Were tested for 
expression of FHIT by immunoblot analysis of mouse tissue 
lysates: lane 1, FHIT +/+ lung; lane 2, +/+ liver; lane 3, +/+ 
kidney; lane 4, Fhit —/— liver; lane 5, —/— kidney. 

[0019] FIG. 3: Immunohistochemical detection of FHIT 
expression. A, FHIT expression in normal esophageal epi 
thelium (200x) of FHIT +/+ mouse 23 at ten Weeks post 
NMBA; the broWn chromogen represents the FHIT protein. 
B, lack of FHIT expression in a squamous papilloma of the 
forestomach (200x) in Fhit +/— mouse 33 at ten Weeks post 
NMBA; C, absence of FHIT expression in a squamous 
papilloma of the junction (200x) in FHIT +/+ mouse 25 at 
ten Weeks post NMBA; D, lack of FHIT expression in an 
invasive squamous carcinoma of the forestomach (100x) in 
Fhit +/— mouse 31 at ten Weeks post NMBA; E, lack of FHIT 
expression in a sebaceous tumor (100x) in Fhit +/— mouse 
27 at ten Weeks post NMBA; F, absence of FHIT protein in 
a sebaceous tumor (100x) in Fhit +/— mouse 21 at ten Weeks 
post NMBA. 

[0020] FIG. 4: Immunohistochemical detection of human 
FHIT in MTS tumors. A, FHIT expression in normal hair 
follicle (200x); note that dense keratin horn shoWs nonspe 
ci?c staining; B, FHIT expression in normal sebaceous 
gland (200x); C, hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining of 
a Muir-Torre Syndrome case 1 sebaceous tumor; D, lack of 
FHIT expression in most cells of the case 1 sebaceous tumor. 

[0021] FIG. 5: Integrity of FHIT loci in murine tumors. 
DNA from tails and sebaceous tumors Was cleaved With 
XbaI, electrophoresed, transferred to a membrane and 
hybridiZed to a 32P-labelled full length FHIT cDNA probe. 
FHIT exons are indicated on the left; the asterisk indicates 
the inactivated Fhit exon 5. Lanes 1, 3 and 4 contained 
DNAs from sebaceous tumors from Fhit +/— mice 21, 27 and 
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31; lane 2 contained DNA from the tail of FHIT +/+ mouse 
25 and lane 5 contained DNA from a SWiss mouse 3T3 cell 
line, Which exhibits a variant-sized exon 3 (obscured by 
another fragment) due to a polymorphism. The FHIT +/+ 
and +/— mice are B6129F1s Which exhibit tWo different 
alleles of exon 8. The right panel shoWs the agarose gel prior 
to blotting of the digested DNAs to the membrane; this gel 
illustrates that amounts of DNA loaded in individual lanes 
varied from ~1 pg (lane 4) to ~10 pg (lane 2). 

[0022] FIG. 6: Assessment of MSI in tumors. DNA tem 
plates from mouse and human tumors and controls Were 
ampli?ed using primers ?anking microsatellite alleles. 
Labeled ampli?ed products Were run on PAGE gels, dried 
and exposed. The D6Mit59, D19Mit36 and D17Mit123 
panels represent murine alleles ampli?ed from Fhit +/— 
mouse 27 forestomach tumor (lane 1), FHIT +/+ mouse 25 
forestomach tumor (lane 2), FHIT +/+mouse 25 tail (lane 3), 
Fhit +/— mouse 21 sebaceous tumor (lane 4), Fhit +/— mouse 
27 sebaceous tumor (lane 5), Fhit +/— mouse 27 second 
sebaceous tumor (lane 6), Fhit +/— mouse 31 sebaceous 
tumor (lane 7), K1735 mouse melanoma cell line (lane 8), 
NP3 mouse cell line (lane 9), negative control (no DNA) 
(lane 10). No MSI Was observed in the mouse tumors for the 
three markers shoWn. The D18535 and D351295 panels 
represent germline and tumor DNA from a human MTS 
case: DNA from peripheral blood lymphocytes (lane 1), 
DNA from sebaceous tumor 185 from the same individual 
(lane 2), lymphocyte DNA (lane 3) and DNA from seba 
ceous tumors 185 (lane 4) and 9029 (lane 5) from the same 
individual. These sebaceous tumors shoWed MSI at each 
allele successfully ampli?ed. 

[0023] FIG. 7: A map of the murine genomic FHIT locus, 
indicating the relative positioning of exon sequences to yeast 
and bacterial arti?cial chromosomes (YACs and BACs, 
respectively). The regions of the mouse genomic FHIT locus 
Whose sequences have been deposited in GenBank are 
indicated on the map by their GenBank accession numbers. 

5. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0024] The murine FHIT locus (FIG. 7; Pekarsky et al., 
1998, Cancer Res. 58:3401-3408; Glover et al., 1998, Can 
cer Res. 58:3409-3414) is similar to its human homolog 
(US. Pat. No. 5,928,884), encompasses a common fragile 
site, and is altered in murine cancer cell lines. To de?ne the 
role of FHIT protein in cancer development, a strain of Fhit 
+/— mice Was established. The frequency of carcinogen 
induced tumor formation in FHIT +/+ and +/— mice Was 
compared using the established N-nitrosomethylbenZy 
lamine (N MBA) esophageal/ gastric cancer model (Fong and 
Magee, 1999, Cancer Letters 143:63-69). 

[0025] Upon bioactivation, NMBA produces benZalde 
hyde and an electrophilic methylating agent (Labuc and 
Archer, 1982, Cancer Res. 42:3181-3186), Which methylates 
DNA, resulting in the formation of the promutagenic, adduct 
06-methylguanine (O6-meG) (Fong et al., 1979, Int. J. 
Cancer 23:679-682). NMBA Was reported to induce both 
esophageal and forestomach tumors When administered by 
gavage or in the drinking Water (Fong and Magee, 1999, 
Cancer Letters 143:63-69; Sander et al., 1973, 19:157-161). 
Fong and colleague have developed a model system that 
requires loW doses of NMBA, based on their series of 
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studies on esophageal tumor induction by NMBA in rats and 
mice (Fong and Magee, 1999, Cancer Letters 143163-69; 
Fong et al., 1984, J. Natl. Cancer Inst. 721419-425; Fong et 
al., 1997, Carcinogenesis 18:1477-1484). This model sys 
tem Was used to test the effects of NMBA administration on 

Fhit +/— mice. By ten Weeks after NMBA exposure, all the 
Fhit +/— mice developed a spectrum of visceral and skin 
tumors similar to those observed in a human cancer syn 

drome, Muir-Torre Syndrome (MTS), a disease that is 
caused by de?ciency in a mismatch repair gene. 

[0026] Accordingly, the present is directed to the produc 
tion of Fhit-de?cient cells and Fhit-de?cient nonhuman 
animals. The present invention is further directed to the use 
of the Fhit-de?cient nonhuman animals as experimental 
models for the study of Muir-Torre Syndrome, and for 
testing potential carcinogenic and therapeutic agents. 

[0027] The nonhuman transgenic animals contemplated 
by the present invention generally include any vertebrates, 
and preferably mammals, Which encode a FHIT gene or 
homolog thereof. Such nonhuman transgenic animals may 
include, for example, transgenic pigs, transgenic rats, trans 
genic rabbits, transgenic cattle, transgenic goats, and other 
transgenic animal species, particularly mammalian species, 
knoWn in the art. Additionally, other members of the rodent 
family, e.g. rat, and guinea pig, and nonhuman primates, 
such as chimpanZee, may be used to practice the present 
invention. Most preferred animals for the practice of the 
invention are mice. 

[0028] With respect to a FHIT gene, the terms “functional 
disruption” or “functionally disrupted” as used herein mean 
that a FHIT locus comprises at least one mutation or 
structural alteration such that the functionally disrupted gene 
is substantially incapable of directing the e?icient expres 
sion of functional gene product. By Way of example but not 
limitation, an endogenous FHIT gene that has a stop codon 
introduced (optionally folloWed by a neo or other marker 
gene cassette) integrated into a coding exon (e.g., the ?fth 
exon) that is not capable of encoding a functional FHIT 
protein, is therefore a functionally disrupted FHIT gene 
locus. Functional disruption can include the complete sub 
stitution of a FHIT gene by another gene, for example a 
reporter gene such as galactosidase, so that, for example, a 
targeting transgene that replaces the entire mouse FHIT open 
reading frame With a [3-galactosidase open reading frame, is 
said to have functionally disrupted the endogenous murine 
[3-galactosidase locus by displacing it. Deletion or interrup 
tion of essential transcriptional regulatory elements, poly 
adenylation signal(s), splicing site sequences Will also yield 
a functionally disrupted gene. Functional disruption of an 
FHIT gene, may also be produced by other methods (e.g., 
antisense polynucleotide gene suppression). Also With 
respect to a FHIT gene, the term “structurally disrupted” 
refers to a targeted FHIT gene Wherein at least one structural 
(i.e., exon) sequence has been altered by homologous gene 
targeting (e.g., by insertion, deletion, point mutation(s), 
and/or rearrangement). Typically, FHIT genes are function 
ally disrupted as a consequence of a disruption of the coding 
sequence; hoWever FHIT genes may also be functionally 
disrupted Without concomitantly being structurally dis 
rupted, i.e., by targeted alteration of a non-coding sequence 
such as ablation of a promoter. An allele comprising a 
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targeted alternation that interferes With the efficient expres 
sion of a functional geneproduct fom the allele is referred to 
in the art as a “null allele”. 

[0029] With respect to a FHIT nucleic acid, the term 
“corresponds to” is used herein to mean that a polynucle 
otide sequence is homologous (i.e., is identical, not strictly 
evolutionarily related) to all or a portion of a reference 
polynucleotide sequence, or that a polypeptide sequence is 
identical to a reference polypeptide sequence. In contradis 
tinction, the term “complementary to”, With respect to a 
FHIT gene, is used herein to mean that the complementary 
sequence is homologous to all or a portion of a reference 
FHIT polynucleotide sequence. 

[0030] The terms “substantially corresponds to , sub 
stantially homologous”, or “substantial identity”, When used 
in the context of a FHIT nucleic acid sequence, denotes a 
characteristic of the nucleic acid sequence, Wherein a nucleic 
acid sequence has at least about 70 percent sequence identity 
as compared to a reference sequence, typically at least about 
85 percent sequence identity, and preferably at least about 95 
percent sequence identity as compared to a reference 
sequence. The percentage of sequence identity is calculated 
excluding small deletions or additions Which total less than 
25 percent of the reference sequence. The reference 
sequence may be a subset of a larger sequence, such as a 
portion of a gene or ?anking sequence, or a repetitive 
portion of a chromosome. HoWever, the reference sequence 
is at least 18 nucleotides long, typically at least about 30 
nucleotides long, and preferably at least about 50 to 100 
nucleotides long. “Substantially complementary” as used 
herein refers to a sequence that is complementary to a 
sequence that substantially corresponds to a reference 
sequence. In general, targeting ef?ciency increases With the 
length of the targeting transgene portion (i.e., homology 
region) that is substantially complementary to a reference 
sequence present in the target DNA (i.e., crossover target 
sequence). In general, targeting ef?ciency is optimiZed With 
the use of isogenic DNA homology clamps, although it is 
recogniZed that the presence of various recombinases may 
reduce the degree of sequence identity required for ef?cient 
recombination. 

[0031] The term “nonhomologous sequence”, as used 
herein in reference to a FHIT nucleic acid, generally indi 
cates that a sequence that is not substantially identical to a 
speci?ed FHIT nucleic acid sequence. 

[0032] “Speci?c hybridization” With reference to a FHIT 
nucleic acid sequence is de?ned herein as the formation of 
hybrids betWeen a FHIT targeting transgene sequence (e.g., 
a FHIT polynucleotide Which may include substitutions, 
deletion, and/or additions) and a speci?c target DNA 
sequence (e.g., a FHIT gene sequence). Speci?c hybridiZa 
tion can be tested With a labeled FHIT targeting transgene 
sequence to determine Whether it preferentially hybridiZes to 
the FHIT target such that, for example, a single band 
corresponding to a restriction fragment of a genomic FHIT 
gene can be identi?ed on a Southern blot of DNA prepared 
from cells using said labeled targeting FHIT transgene 
sequence as a probe. It is evident that optimal hybridization 
conditions Will vary depending upon the FHIT sequence 
composition and length(s) of the FHIT targeting trans 
gene(s) and endogenous target(s), and the experimental 
method selected by the practitioner. Various guidelines may 
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be used to select appropriate hybridization conditions (see, 
Maniatis et al., Molecular Cloning: A Laboratory Manual, 
1989, 2nd Ed., Cold Spring Harbor, NY. and Berger and 
Kimmel, Methods in EnZymology, Volume 152. Guide to 
Molecular Cloning Techniques, 1987, Academic Press, Inc., 
San Diego, Calif.). 

[0033] The term “naturally-occurring”, in general and as 
used herein, as applied to an object refers to the fact that an 
object can be found in nature. For example, a polypeptide or 
polynucleotide sequence that is present in an organism 
(including viruses) that can be isolated from a source in 
nature and Which has not been intentionally modi?ed by 
man in the laboratory is naturally-occurring. As used herein, 
laboratory strains of rodents Which may have been selec 
tively bred according to classical genetics are considered 
naturally-occurring animals. 

[0034] The term “targeting construct”, When used herein 
in reference to a FHIT nucleic acid, generally refers to a 
polynucleotide Which comprises: (1) at least one FHIT 
homology region having a sequence that is substantially 
identical to or substantially complementary to a sequence 
present in a host cell endogenous FHIT gene locus, and (2) 
a targeting region Which becomes integrated into an host cell 
endogenous FHIT gene locus by homologous recombination 
betWeen a targeting construct homology region and said 
endogenous FHIT gene locus sequence. If the targeting 
construct is a “hit-and-run” or “in-and-out” type construct 

(Valancius and Smithies, 1991, Mol. Cell. Biol. 11: 1402; 
DonehoWer et al., 1992, Nature 356: 215; DonehoWer, et al., 
1991, J. NIH Res. 3: 59, the FHIT targeting region is only 
transiently incorporated into the endogenous FHIT gene 
locus and is eliminated from the host genome by selection. 
A FHIT targeting region may comprise a sequence that is 
substantially homologous to an endogenous FHIT gene 
sequence and/ or may comprise a nonhomologous sequence, 
such as a selectable marker (e.g., neo, tk, gpt). The term 
“targeting construct” does not necessarily indicate that the 
polynucleotide comprises a gene Which becomes integrated 
into the host genome, nor does it necessarily indicate that the 
polynucleotide comprises a complete structural gene 
sequence. As used in the art, the term “targeting construct” 
is synonymous With the term “targeting transgene” as used 
herein. 

[0035] The terms “homology region” and “homology 
clamp” as used herein in reference to a FHIT nucleic acid, 
refer to a segment (i.e., a portion) of a FHIT targeting 
construct having a sequence that substantially corresponds 
to, or is substantially complementary to, a predetermined 
endogenous FHIT gene sequence, Which can include 
sequences ?anking said FHIT gene. A homology region is 
generally at least about 100 nucleotides long, preferably at 
least about 250 to 500 nucleotides long, typically at least 
about 1000 nucleotides long or longer. Although there is no 
demonstrated theoretical minimum length for a homology 
clamp to mediate homologous recombination, it is believed 
that homologous recombination e?iciency generally 
increases With the length of the homology clamp. Similarly, 
the recombination e?iciency increases With the degree of 
sequence homology betWeen a targeting construct homology 
region and the endogenous target sequence, With optimal 
recombination e?iciency occurring When a homology clamp 
is isogenic With the endogenous target sequence. The terms 
“homology clamp” and “homology region” are interchange 
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able as used herein. A homology clamp does not necessarily 
connote formation of a base-paired hybrid structure With an 
endogenous sequence. Endogenous FHIT gene sequences 
that substantially correspond to, or are substantially comple 
mentary to, a transgene homology region are referred to 
herein as “crossover target sequences” or “endogenous 
target sequences.” 

[0036] As used herein, the term “correctly targeted con 
struct”, When used in reference to a FHIT construct, refers 
to a portion of the targeting construct Which is integrated 
Within or adjacent to an endogenous crossover FHIT target 
sequence, such as a portion of an endogenous FHIT gene 
locus. By Way of example but not limitation, a portion of a 
FHIT targeting transgene encoding neo and ?anked by 
homology regions having substantial identity With endog 
enous FHIT gene sequences ?anking the ?rst exon, is 
correctly targeted When said transgene portion is integrated 
into a chromosomal location so as to replace, for example, 
the ?rst exon of the endogenous FHIT gene. In contrast and 
also by Way of example, if the targeting transgene or a 
portion thereof is integrated into a nonhomologous region 
and/or a region not Within about 50 kb of a FHIT gene 
sequence, the resultant product is an incorrectly targeted 
FHIT transgene. It is possible to generate cells having both 
a correctly targeted FHIT transgene(s) and an incorrectly 
targeted FHIT transgene(s). Cells and animals having a 
correctly targeted FHIT transgene(s) and/or an incorrectly 
targeted FHIT transgene(s) may be identi?ed and resolved 
by PCR and/or Southern blot analysis of genomic DNA. 

[0037] As used herein, the term “targeting region”, When 
used in reference to a FHIT targeting region, refers to a 
portion of a FHIT targeting construct that becomes inte 
grated into an endogenous FHIT chromosomal location 
folloWing homologous recombination betWeen a homology 
clamp and an endogenous FHIT gene sequence. Typically, a 
FHIT targeting region is ?anked on each side by a FHIT 
homology clamp, such that a double-crossover recombina 
tion betWeen each of the homology clamps and their corre 
sponding endogenous FHIT gene sequences results in 
replacement of the portion of the endogenous FHIT gene 
locus by the targeting region; in such double-crossover gene 
replacement targeting constructs the targeting region can be 
referred to as a “FHIT replacement region”. HoWever, some 
targeting constructs may employ only a single FHIT homol 
ogy clamp (e.g., some “hit-and-run”-type vectors, see, Bra 
dley et al., 1992, BioTechnology 10: 534). 

[0038] As used herein, the term “replacement region”, 
When used in the context of a FHIT transgene, refers to a 
portion of a FHIT targeting construct ?anked by FHIT 
homology regions. Upon double-crossover homologous 
recombination betWeen ?anking homology regions and their 
corresponding endogenous FHIT gene crossover target 
sequences, the replacement region is integrated into the host 
cell chromosome betWeen the endogenous crossover FHIT 
target sequences. Replacement regions can be homologous 
(e.g., have a sequence similar to the endogenous FHIT gene 
sequence but having a point mutation or missense mutation), 
nonhomologous (e.g., a neo gene expression cassette), or a 
combination of homologous and nonhomologous regions. 

[0039] As used herein, the term “minigene”, When used in 
reference to a FHIT minigene, refers to a heterologous gene 
construct Wherein one or more nonessential segments of a 
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FHIT gene are deleted With respect to the naturally-occur 
ring FHIT gene. Typically, deleted segments are intronic 
sequences of at least about 500 basepairs to several kilo 
bases, and may span up to several tens of kilobases or more. 
Isolation and manipulation of large (i.e., greater than about 
30-100 kilobases) targeting onstructs is frequently dif?cult 
and may reduce the e?iciency of transferring the targeting 
construct into a host cell. Thus, it is frequently desirable to 
reduce the siZe of a targeting construct by deleting one or 
more nonessential portions of a FHIT gene. Typically, 
intronic sequences that do not encompass essential regula 
tory elements may be deleted. For example, a FHIT mini 
gene may comprise a deletion of an intronic segment 
betWeen the ?fth and sixth exons of the human FHIT gene. 
Frequently, if convenient restriction sites bound a nonessen 
tial intronic sequence of a cloned FHIT gene sequence, a 
deletion of the intronic sequence may be produced by: (l) 
digesting the cloned DNA With the appropriate restriction 
enZymes, (2) separating the restriction fragments (e.g., by 
electrophoresis), (3) isolating the restriction fragments 
encompassing the essential exons and regulatory elements, 
and (4) ligating the isolated restriction fragments to form a 
minigene Wherein the exons are in the same linear order as 
is present in the germline copy of the naturally-occurring 
FHIT gene. Alternate methods for producing a minigene Will 
be apparent to those of skill in the art (e.g., ligation of partial 
genomic clones Which encompass essential exons but Which 
lack portions of intronic sequence). Most typically, the gene 
segments comprising a minigene Will be arranged in the 
same linear order as is present in the germline FHIT gene, 
hoWever, this Will not alWays be the case. Some desired 
regulatory elements (e.g., enhancers, silencers) may be 
relatively position-insensitive, so that the regulatory element 
Will function correctly even if positioned differently in a 
minigene than in the corresponding germline gene. For 
example, an enhancer may be located at a different distance 
from a promoter, in a different orientation, and/ or in a 
different linear order. For example, an enhancer that is 
located 3' to a promoter in germline con?guration might be 
located 5' to the promoter in a minigene. Similarly, some 
FHIT genes may have exons Which are alternatively spliced 
at the RNA level, and thus a mini gene may have feWer exons 
and/ or exons in a different linear order than the correspond 
ing germline FHIT gene and still encode a functional gene 
product. A cDNA encoding a FHIT gene product may also 
be used to construct a minigene. 

[0040] As used herein, Fhit-de?cient means that at least 
one of the tWo Wild-type FHIT chromosomal alleles has 
been mutated such that less than Wild-type levels of FHIT 
activity are produced. The term “Fhit de?cient” includes 
both homozygous FHIT mutant cells and animals, as Well as 
cells that are heteroZygous for the FHIT mutant genotype. 

[0041] Generally, the nomenclature used herein and the 
laboratory procedures in cell culture, molecular genetics, 
and nucleic acid chemistry and hybridization described 
beloW are those Well knoWn and commonly employed in the 
art. Standard techniques are used for recombinant nucleic 
acid methods, polynucleotide synthesis, cell culture, and 
transgene incorporation (e.g., electroporation, microinjec 
tion, lipofection). Generally enZymatic reactions, oligo 
nucleotide synthesis, and puri?cation steps are performed 
according to the manufacturer’s speci?cations. The tech 
niques and procedures are generally performed according to 
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conventional methods in the art and various general refer 
ences Which are provided throughout this document. 

[0042] Preferred embodiments of the present invention 
include diploid mouse cells, mouse embryos, and mice that 
contain tWo chromosomal alleles of the FHIT gene, Wherein 
at least one of the FHIT alleles contains a mutation such said 
cell produces less than Wild-type levels of FHIT activity. 
Such FHIT de?cient animals and cells are deemed to be 
useful as, inter alia, disease models for the analysis and 
testing of therapeutic agents, and the effects of mutagenic 
stimuli such as radiation and chemical mutagens. In a 
preferred embodiment, the FHIT mutation is a substitution 
mutation that results in a stop codon in the open reading 
frame of exon 5. 

[0043] Mismatch repair is a process common to cells that 
probably functions as a control against tumor formation. 
Given that FHIT de?cient animals are predisposed to the 
development of multiple tumors similar to those seen in 
Muir-Torre Syndrome, the presently described cells and 
animals are also deemed to be useful for the study of 
Muir-Torre Syndrome, and agents for treating the same. 

[0044] In particular, methods are contemplated for screen 
ing for conditions that rescue the proliferation abnormalities 
of FHIT de?cient cells or organisms. Examples of such 
conditions include, but are not limited to, the presence of 
exogenously added protein or chemical factors, the over 
expression of transfected genes or endogenous genes, or the 
ectopic expression of transfected genes or endogenous 
genes, or the mutagenesis of genes and the like. 

[0045] The mutation, or targeted disruption, in the FHIT 
gene may be engineered using any of a number of Well 
established mutations that are Well knoWn in the art. Pref 
erably, the mutation shall be a substitution mutation, most 
preferably a subsitution mutation that results in a termina 
tion codon of the FHIT open reading frame, although 
deletion mutations and/or insertion mutations are included 
Within the scope of the present invention. Substitution 
mutations can be prepared by site directed mutagenesis, as 
described by (Hasty et al., 1991, Nature 350:243-246), that 
introduces a stop codon or other mutation near the 5' end of 
the FHIT gene such that abortive production of FHIT protein 
results, or the production of a mutant protein Which lacks 
FHIT activity. Similarly, insertion mutations can be intro 
duced Within the FHIT gene by taking advantage of the 
convenient restriction sites therein, such as any of the exonic 
restrictions sites or other sites Which are easily identi?ed by 
exonic sequencing of the FHIT gene and restriction map 
ping, and the techniques described by (Hasty et al., 1991, 
Molecular and Cellular Biology 11:4509-4517; Joyner et al., 
1989, Nature 3381153-156). Another method of introducing 
an insertion or other mutation consists of infecting With a 
retrovirus Which integrates in the FHIT locus, thereby cre 
ating a mutated Fhit allele as described by von Melchner et 
al., Genes and Development 61919-927. In other embodi 
ments, the mutants of the present invention preferably lack 
part of the DNA sequence coding for the FHIT protein (i.e., 
deletion mutants) so that a defective FHIT allele is more 
likely made. An additional feature of deletion mutants are 
that, relative to the insertion mutants taught by von Melch 
ner, there is a drastically reduced possibility of reversion to 
the non-mutant allele. Deletion mutants can be produced by 
eliminating a DNA fragment from a coding region of the 
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FHIT gene so that proper folding or substrate binding of the 
FHIT protein is prevented. The size of the deletion may vary, 
but in general a larger deletion is preferable to a smaller 
deletion since the larger deletions are more likely to result in 
a de?ciency in FHIT activity. Typically, deletion mutations 
shall involve the excision of 1 base or up to essentially all 
of the bases of a given gene (including non-coding ?anking 
regions). Alternatively, deleting a single base pair or tWo 
base pairs or any number of base pairs not divisible by 3 
from the coding region Would result in a frameshift mutation 
Which Would most likely be deleterious to making a func 
tional FHIT protein. In the latter instance, a truncated 
polypeptide may be produced because polypeptide synthesis 
is aborted due to a frame shift-induced stop codon. For a 
general revieW of mutagenesis and mutation see “An Intro 
duction to Genetic Analysis”, 4th edition, 1989 (D. Suzuki, 
A. Gri?iths, J. Miller, and R. LeWontin, eds.), W.H. Freeman 
& Co., N.Y., NY. 

[0046] Changing a single base pair (or multiple base pairs) 
in the coding region of the FHIT gene may also cause a 
mutation Which, if resulting in an amino acid change, may 
alter the proper folding of the FHIT protein and thereby 
create a Fhit de?ciency. A single amino acid change so 
generated could also alter the activity of a FHIT protein. 
Another alternative Would be to generate a deletion or other 
mutation in the non-coding region of the FHIT gene Which 
affected the proper splicing of the FHIT messenger RNA. 
Such a mutation could effectively create a mutant FHIT 
transcript Which Was missing an entire exon or several exons 
as compared to the Wild type FHIT message. Another 
alternative is to delete a non-coding regulatory region to 
decrease expression of the FHIT gene. The preferred size of 
the deletion is about several hundred nucleotides near the 5' 
end of the gene. Preferably, such a deletion Would eliminate 
a number of nucleotides from the coding region not evenly 
divisible by 3, thereby creating a frameshift mutation as 
Well. Alternatively, promoter sequences could be deleted or 
altered that Would diminish transcription of the FHIT gene. 

[0047] It is also possible to alter the expression of a given 
gene by altering the codon usage in the gene. Alterations of 
this sort preserve the amino acid sequence of the product 
While increasing or decreasing the levels of expression. 

[0048] Antisense transgenes comprising antisense poly 
nucleotides may also be employed to partially or totally 
knock-out expression of speci?c genes (Helene and Toulme, 
1990, Biochimica Bioshys. Acta 1049:99; Pepin et al., 1991, 
Nature 355:725; Stout and Caskey, 1990, Somat. Cell Mol. 
Genet. 16:369; and Munir et al., 1990, Somat. Cell Mol. 
Genet. 16:383) 

[0049] “Antisense polynucleotides” are polynucleotides 
that: (1) are complementary to all or part of a reference target 
sequence, such as the sequence of the FHIT gene, and 
speci?cally hybridize to a complementary target sequence, 
such as a chromosomal gene locus mRNA. Such comple 
mentary antisense polynucleotides may include nucleotide 
substitutions, additions, deletions, or transpositions, so long 
as speci?c hybridization to the relevant target sequence is 
retained as a functional property of the polynucleotide. 
Complementary antisense polynucleotides include antisense 
RNA Which can hybridize speci?cally to individual mRNA 
species and hinder or prevent transcription and/or RNA 
processing of the mRNA species and/or translation of the 
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encoded polypeptide (Ching et al., 1989, Proc. Natl. Acad. 
Sci. USA 86:10006-10010; Broder et al., Ann. Int. Med. 
113:604-618; Loreau et al., 1990, FEBS Letters 274:53-56; 
Holcenberg et al., WO91/11535; WO91/09865; WO91/ 
04753; WO90/13641; and EP 386563). An antisense 
sequence is a polynucleotide sequence of at least about 15 
contiguous nucleotides in length, typically at least 20 to 30 
nucleotides in length, and preferably more than about 30 
nucleotides in length that is substantially complementary to 
a target gene sequence, or sequences, in a cell. In some 

embodiments, antisense sequences may have substitutions, 
additions, or deletions as compared to the complementary 
target sequence but as long as speci?c hybridization is 
retained, the polynucleotide Will generally function as an 
antisense inhibitor of gene expression. 

[0050] For the purposes of the present invention, the 
antisense sequence is complementary to an endogenous 
FHIT target gene sequence. In some cases, sense sequences 
corresponding to the FHIT target region sequence may 
function to suppress expression, particularly by interfering 
With transcription. Alternatively, an antisense polynucle 
otide Will generally suppress FHIT expression at a post 
transcriptional level. 

[0051] Given that antisense polynucleotides inhibit the 
production of the polypeptide(s) in cells, they may further 
alter a nonhuman transgenic animal’s capacity to produce 
FHIT protein. 

[0052] Antisense polynucleotides may be produced from a 
heterologous expression cassette inserted into transgenic 
pluripotent embryonic stem cells Which may subsequently 
be used to generate the presently described Fhit-de?cient 
animals. 

5.1 FHIT Gene Sequences 

[0053] The invention encompasses methods to produce 
nonhuman animals (e. g., non-primate mammals) that have at 
least one FHIT locus inactivated by gene targeting With a 
homologous recombination targeting construct. Any FHIT 
gene can be functionally disrupted according to the methods 
of the invention, provided that polynucleotide sequences 
that can be used as homology clamps in a targeting construct 
can be obtained (e.g., from GenBank database, in literature 
publications, or by routine cloning and sequencing, etc.). 
Typically, a FHIT gene sequence is used as a basis for 
producing PCR primers that ?ank a region that Will be used 
as a homology clamp in a targeting construct. The PCR 
primers are then used to amplify, by high ?delity PCR 
ampli?cation (Mattila et al., 1991, Nucleic Acids Res. 19: 
4967; Eckert and Kunkel, 1991, PCR Methods and Appli 
cations 1: 17; US. Pat. No. 4,683,202, a genomic sequence 
from a genomic clone library or from a preparation of 
genomic DNA, preferably from the strain of nonhuman 
animal that is to be targeted With the targeting construct. The 
ampli?ed DNA is then used as a homology clamp and/or 
targeting region. Thus, homology clamps for targeting 
essentially any FHIT gene may be readily produced on the 
basis of nucleotide sequence information available in the art 
and/or by routine cloning. General principles regarding the 
construction of targeting constructs and selection methods 
are revieWed in Bradley et al., 1992, Bio Technology 10: 
534. 
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5.2 Fhit Mutations for Targeting Construct 

[0054] Targeting constructs can be transferred into pluri 
potent stem cells, such as murine embryonal stem cells, 
Wherein the targeting constructs homologously recombine 
With a portion of an endogenous FHIT gene locus and create 
mutation(s) (i.e., insertions, deletions, rearrangements, 
sequence replacements, and/or point mutations) Which pre 
vent the functional expression of the endogenous FHIT 
gene. A preferred method of the invention is to delete, by 
targeted homologous recombination, essential structural ele 
ments of an endogenous FHIT gene. For example, a target 
ing construct can homologously recombine With an endog 
enous FHIT gene and delete a portion spanning substantially 
all of one or more of the exons to create an exon-depleted 

allele, typically by inserting a replacement region lacking 
the corresponding exon(s). Transgenic animals homozygous 
for the exon-depleted allele (e.g., by breeding of heteroZy 
gotes to each other) are essentially incapable of expressing 
a functional endogenous FHIT molecule. Similarly, homolo 
gous gene targeting can be used, if desired, to functionally 
disrupt a FHIT gene by deleting only a portion of an exon 
of an endogenous FHIT gene. Targeting constructs can also 
be used to delete essential regulatory elements of a FHIT 
gene, such as promoters, enhancers, splice sites, polyade 
nylation sites, and other regulatory sequences, including 
sequences that occur upstream or doWnstream of the FHIT 
structural gene but Which participate in FHIT gene expres 
sion. Deletion of regulatory elements is typically accom 
plished by inserting, by homologous double-crossover 
recombination, a replacement region lacking the corre 
sponding regulatory element(s). 
[0055] An alternative preferred method of the invention is 
to interrupt essential structural and/or regulatory elements of 
an endogenous FHIT gene by targeted insertion of a poly 
nucleotide sequence, and thereby functionally disrupt the 
endogenous FHIT gene. For example, a targeting construct 
can homologously recombine With an endogenous FHIT 
gene and insert a nonhomologous sequence, such as a neo 
expression cassette, into a structural element (e.g., an exon) 
and/or regulatory element (e.g., enhancer, promoter, splice 
site, polyadenylation site) to yield a targeted FHIT allele 
having an insertional interruption. The inserted sequence 
can range in siZe from about 1 nucleotide (e.g., to produce 
a frameshift in an exon sequence) to several kilobases or 

more, as limited by ef?ciency of homologous gene targeting 
With targeting constructs having a long nonhomologous 
replacement region. 

[0056] Targeting constructs of the invention can also be 
employed to replace a portion of an endogenous FHIT gene 
With an exogenous sequence (i.e., a portion of a targeting 
transgene); for example, the ?fth exon of a FHIT gene may 
be replaced With a substantially identical portion that con 
tains a nonsense or missense mutation. 

[0057] Inactivation of a FHIT locus is achieved by tar 
geted disruption of the gene by homologous recombination 
in mouse embryonic stem cells. For inactivation, any tar 
geting construct that produces a genetic alteration in the 
target FHIT gene locus resulting in the prevention of effec 
tive expression of a functional gene product of that locus 
may be employed. If only regulatory elements are targeted, 
some loW-level expression of the targeted gene may occur 
(i.e., the targeted allele is “leaky”), hoWever the level of 
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expression may be suf?ciently loW that the leaky targeted 
allele is functionally disrupted. 

5 .3 Gene Targeting 

[0058] Gene targeting, Which is a method of using 
homologous recombination to modify a mammalian 
genome, can be used to introduce changes into cultured 
cells. By targeting a gene of interest in embryonic stem (ES) 
cells, these changes can be introduced into the germlines of 
laboratory animals to study the effects of the modi?cations 
on Whole organisms, among other uses. The gene targeting 
procedure is accomplished by introducing into tissue culture 
cells a DNA targeting construct that has a segment homolo 
gous to a target locus and Which also comprises an intended 
sequence modi?cation (e.g., insertion, deletion, point muta 
tion). The treated cells are then screened for accurate tar 
geting to identify and isolate those Which have been properly 
targeted. A common scheme to disrupt gene function by 
gene targeting in ES cells is to construct a targeting construct 
Which is designed to undergo a homologous recombination 
With its chromosomal counterpart in the ES cell genome. 
The targeting constructs are typically arranged so that they 
insert additional sequences, such as a positive selection 
marker, into coding elements of the target gene, thereby 
functionally disrupting it. Targeting constructs usually are 
insertion-type (“knock in”) or replacement-type constructs 
(“knock out”; Hasty et al., 1991, Mol. Cell. Biol. 11: 4509). 

[0059] The Fhit-de?cient animals and cells of the present 
invention can be prepared by any of several techniques that 
are Well established in the art including but not limited to 
those cited above. For example, techniques similar to those 
taught in US. Pat. No. 5,464,764 to Capecchi may be used. 
In general, Fhit defective cells may be engineered using the 
folloWing steps: 

[0060] (1) Constructing a targeting vector comprising a 
cloning vector and a DNA fragment containing at least one 
positively selectable marker gene (positive selection 
marker), ?anked by tWo regions of the animal’s FHIT gene 
or genomic locus Which are in the same 5' to 3' orientation 
to one another (referred to as the regions of homology); 

[0061] (2) Included in the targeting vector is a negatively 
selectable marker gene (negative selection marker) adjacent 
to one of the regions of homology. This negatively selectable 
marker may increase the likelihood of recovering the desired 
homologous recombination event (deleting a portion of the 
FHIT gene) but it is not required; 

[0062] (3) Transfecting FHIT +/+ animal cells With the 
targeting vector of step (2); 

[0063] (4) Selecting the transfected cells from step 3 for 
the marker(s) on the vector; and 

[0064] (5) Screening for Fhit-de?cient animal cells from 
those cells in step (4) Which are found to contain or express 
said positive selection marker(s), and not express said nega 
tive selection marker(s). 

5 .4 Targeting Constructs 

[0065] The precise FHIT gene or gene locus sequences 
Which must be present in the targeting vector of step (1) Will 
depend on the sequences chosen for the modi?cation of the 
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FHIT locus, and (2) the restriction nucleases to be employed 
in the engineering of the mutant. 

[0066] The speci?c regions of homology required in step 
(I) depend on the speci?cs of the deletion in the targeting 
vector. In general, the homology regions used in the target 
ing vector Will preferably comprise at least about 100 bp, 
more preferably at least about 250 to 500 bp, more prefer 
ably at least 1000 bp, and most preferably at least about 1.5 
kb or greater to insure a high degree of targeting ef?ciency. 

[0067] Wherein the Fhit mutation created is a deletion 
mutation, the siZe of the deletion may also vary and depends 
on the regions of homology used in the targeting vector. 
Since non-contiguous regions of homology are used in the 
deletion targeting vector, that region in the Wild-type allele 
Which is located betWeen the regions of homology consti 
tutes the region to be deleted after homologous recombina 
tion With the targeting vector. Generally, it is preferable to 
delete at least a portion of an exon of the FHIT gene, or an 
entire exon, Which results in a correspondingly mutated 
FHIT messenger RNA. 

[0068] The particular positive and negative selection 
markers employed in the present invention are not critical to 
the practice of the invention. The positive selectable marker 
are located betWeen the regions of homology and the nega 
tive marker, if one is used, are outside the regions of 
homology. The regions of homology are generally present in 
the vector in the same 5' to 3' orientation relative to one 
another. Conversely, the relative orientations of the positive 
and negative selectable markers are not critical. While it is 
not necessary to include a negative selectable marker, the 
presence of a negative marker may improve selection for 
targeted clones. 

[0069] Preferably, the positive selectable marker is 
expressed in the cells that are targeted for gene modi?cation. 
Positive and/ or negative selection markers are deemed to be 
functional in the transfected cells if the DNA sequences 
encoding the selectable markers are capable of conferring 
either a positive or negative phenotypic selection character 
istic to cells expressing the sequences. In general, the marker 
Will be operably linked to a regulatory sequence that medi 
ates the expression of the marker. A nucleic acid marker is 
“operably linked” When it is placed into a functional rela 
tionship With another nucleic acid sequence. For instance, a 
promoter or enhancer is operably linked to a coding 
sequence if it affects the transcription of the sequence. With 
respect to transcription regulatory sequences, operably 
linked means that the DNA sequences being linked are 
contiguous. 
[0070] Additionally, the means by Which the positive 
selectable marker gene is made functional is not critical to 
the present invention. Positive selection is accomplished by 
exposing the cells to an appropriate agent Which kills or 
otherWise selects against cells that do not contain or express 
an integrated positive selection marker. The positive select 
able marker gene may have a promoter driving its expres 
sion or it may be driven by the juxtaposition of transcrip 
tional elements at the target locus With the positive 
selectable marker. The latter gene organization requires that 
the transcriptional elements are active in the transfected 
cells. 

[0071] In addition to a positive selection marker, the 
mutation engineered into the targeting vector may contain 
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DNA sequence, e.g., an oligonucleotide linker, betWeen the 
regions of FHIT gene homology in place of the deleted FHIT 
DNA. The oligonucleotide linker is generally about 8-10 
nucleotides in length, but can be longer, eg about 50 
nucleotides, or shorter, eg 4, 5 or 7 nucleotides. The 
preferred length of the oligonucleotide linker is about 20 to 
40 nucleotides in length. The DNA sequence of the oligo 
nucleotide linker is not critical. 

[0072] The method of inserting the oligonucleotide 
betWeen the regions of homology in the targeting vector 
DNA Will depend upon the type of oligonucleotide linker 
used. Palindromic double stranded linkers containing one or 
more restriction nuclease sites in the oligonucleotide 
sequence (NeW England Biolabs) may be inserted by Well 
knoWn procedures (Maniatis et al., 1982, Molecular Clon 
ing, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, Cold Spring Harbor 
Press, NY.) 
[0073] Oligonucleotide linkers may also be inserted into 
deletions in plasmid DNA by tailing ends With complemen 
tary homopolymers using terminal transferase (Maniatis et 
al., supra), or a single stranded oligonucleotide linker may 
be inserted into a deletion in a plasmid by bridging, through 
annealing of an oligonucleotide containing ends comple 
mentary, to a cleaved plasmid’s 3'-recessed and 3'-protrud 
ing cohesive ends, folloWed by ?lling-in the gap comple 
mentary to the oligonucleotide sequence With DNA 
polymerase (KlenoW fragment). After subsequent ligation 
With T4 DNA ligase, closed circular DNA molecules can be 
regenerated. 

[0074] Alternatively, site-directed mutagenesis may be 
used to simultaneously construct a speci?c deletion and 
insert a linker sequence by using a single stranded oligo 
nucleotide to “loop-out” the desired region of the target gene 
(Krogstad and Champoux, 1990, J. Virol. 64(6):2796-280l. 

[0075] If the targeting vector is designed such that the 
deleted region interrupts an exon, by the judicious choice of 
oligonucleotide linker length and sequence, frame shift 
mutations and/or stop codons may be produced in the FHIT 
gene in addition to the deletion Within the FHIT gene. 

[0076] The mutation engineered in the targeting vector 
may contain DNA sequences betWeen the regions of FHIT 
gene homology in addition to the positive selection marker, 
for example, splice acceptor sequences. Such sequences 
have been shoWn to result in aberrant, and hence nonfunc 
tional, mRNAs. 

[0077] The DNA sequences used in the regions of homol 
ogy are generally derived from FHIT gene sequence, 
sequences that ?ank the FHIT gene locus, or a combination 
thereof. Where an Fhit-de?cient mouse is desired, the strain 
of mouse from Which the FHIT DNA is derived is not 
critical, but preferably the gene is from the same as the strain 
of mouse as the cells targeted for gene transfer. Using DNA 
(in the regions of homology) that is isogenic to the target 
cells Will generally enhance the ef?ciency of gene targeting. 
The regions of homology may be derived from genomic 
libraries of mouse DNA Which may be cloned into a variety 
of cloning vectors such as lambda phage vectors, cosmid 
vectors, plasmid vectors, pl phage vectors, yeast arti?cial 
chromosome vectors, and the like. Regions of homology to 
be incorporated into the targeting vector may also be derived 
from genomic DNA using polymerase chain reaction (PCR). 
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Regions of homology so derived could be subcloned directly 
into the targeting vector. Alternatively, the regions of homol 
ogy may be derived from an appropriate cDNA library. 

5.4.1 Targeting Vectors 

[0078] Any of a Wide variety of cloning vectors may be 
used to construct the FHIT-targeting vectors of the present 
invention. Examples of such cloning vectors include, but are 
not limited to, pBR322 and pBR322-based vectors (Sekigu 
chi, 1983, Gene 21:267), pMB9, pBR325, pKH47 (Bethesda 
Research Laboratories), pBR328, pHC79, phage Charon 28 
(Bethesda Research Laboratories, Boehringer Mannheim 
Biochemicals), pKB11, pKSV-lO (P-L Biochemicals), and 
oligonucleotide (dg)-tailed pBR322 (Bethesda Research 
Laboratories), pBluescript or similar plasmids (Stratagene), 
pK19 or related plasmids (NeW England Biolabs), the pUC 
series of plasmids (NeW England Biolabs), the pGEM series 
of plasmids (Promega), and the like. 

[0079] As discussed above, the targeting vector Will gen 
erally comprise tWo regions of FHIT homology separated by 
a positive selectable marker, and, optionally, a ?anking 
negative selectable marker that is not critical as long as the 
cloning vector contains a gene expressing a selectable trait, 
e.g. drug resistance. The targeting vector may also be cloned 
into other cloning vectors such as such as lambda phage 
vectors, cosmid vectors, plasmid vectors, pl phage vectors, 
yeast arti?cial chromosome vectors, and the like. 

[0080] Another option is to prepare the components of the 
targeting vector synthetically by PCR and simply ligating 
each component such that the positive selectable marker is 
placed betWeen the regions of homology, and the homology 
regions are place in the proper orientation relative to one 
another. 

[0081] Any of a variety of restriction nucleases may be 
employed to produce fragments containing a FHIT gene. 
Thus, a FHIT gene restriction map provides guidance as to 
Which of a Wide variety of cloning vectors may be used to 
conveniently practice the present invention. In fact, many 
combinations of restriction endonucleases could be used to 
generate an FHIT targeting vector to mutate the FHIT gene. 
For example, a suitable restriction site in the murine FHIT 
gene is BamHl. 

[0082] The speci?c host employed for groWing the target 
ing vectors of the present invention is not critical, but the 
host Will preferable have a functional hsd modi?cation 
system. Examples of such hosts include E. coli K12 RR1 
(Bolivar et al., 1977, Gene 2:95); E. coli K12 HB101 (ATCC 
No. 33694); E. coli MM21 (ATCC No. 336780); and E. coli 
DHl (ATCC No. 33849). The preferred host in the present 
invention is E. coli strain DHSO. (Life Technologies). Simi 
larly, alternative vector/cloning systems could be employed 
such as targeting vectors Which groW in E. coli or Saccha 
romyces cerevisiae, or both, or plasmid vectors Which groW 
in B. sublilus (Ure et al., 1983, Methods in EnZymology, 
“Recombinant DNA”, vol. 101, Part C, Academic Press, 
N.Y.). 

5.5 Inducible and Tissue- and Developmental 
Stage-Speci?c Targeting of FHIT 

[0083] In certain embodiments of the present invention, 
the Fhit-de?ciency in FHIT transgenic animals is limited to 
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speci?c developmental stages or to speci?c tissues. In 
another embodiment, Fhit-de?ciency in FHIT transgenic 
animals or cells derived from FHIT transgenic animals is 
inducible. 

[0084] Wherein the Fhit-de?ciency is desired to be tem 
porally or developmentally regulated, the Cre-Lox system 
may be employed. The Cre-Lox system may be used to 
activate or inactivate the FHIT gene at a speci?c develop 
mental stage or in a particular tissue. Generally, methods 
utiliZing Cre-Lox technology are carried out as described by 
Torres and Kuhn, 1997, “Laboratory Protocols for Condi 
tional Gene Targeting”, Oxford University Press. Method 
ology similar to that described for the Cre-Lox system can 
be employed utiliZing the FLP-FRT system 

[0085] For inactivation of FHIT gene expression at a 
speci?c stage in development or a particular tissue, the FHIT 
coding region is replaced by a cassette comprising the 
coding region ?anked by LoxP cites according to the meth 
ods described herein. The LoxP sites are targets for the Cre 
recombinase. The resulting transgenic animal is crossed to 
another transgenic animal in Which the Cre recombinase is 
expressed under the control of a spatially and/ or temporally 
regulated promoter. When Cre expression is activated, the 
LoxP sites undergo recombination to excise the FHIT coding 
region, resulting in Fhit-de?cient tissues. 

[0086] For activation of FHIT expression in a selected 
tissue and or at a particular stage of development, the 
regions of homology in the targeting construct are promoter 
sequences, comprising insertion fragment Which contains 
multiple stop codons in all reading frames ?anked by LoxP 
sites. Upon insertion of this targeting construct into the 
FHIT promoter, no FHIT protein is produced. The resulting 
transgenic animal is crossed to another transgenic animal in 
Which the Cre recombinase is expressed under the control of 
a spatially and/or temporally regulated promoter. When Cre 
expression is activated, the LoxP sites undergo recombina 
tion to excise the stop codons and restore the FHIT gene to 
its undisrupted state. 

[0087] For inducible FHIT activation or inactivation, the 
Tet operator can replace or be inserted iton the native FHIT 
regulatory elements, so that the FHIT gene falls under the 
control of the tetracycline-controllable transactivator (tTA) 
and tetracycline-controllable repressor (TetR), Which can 
only activate or repress transcription, respectively, in the 
presence of tetracycline. Transgenic animals comprising the 
Tet promoter in the FHIT gene are then crossed to animals 
Which express rTA or TetR, constitutively for example, and 
FHIT expression induced or repressed by administering 
tetracycline to the animals. Alternatively, cultured cells from 
the transgenic animals can be produced, the cells transfected 
With a rTA or TetR expression construct, and the culture 
contacted With tetracycline to induce or inhibit FHIT expres 
sion. For further details, see US. Pat. No. 5,922,927. 

5 .6 Precursor Cells 

[0088] The speci?c nonhuman animal cell Which is 
mutated in the present invention is not critical; hoWever, it 
is preferably a precursor cell or at least pluripotent cell. The 
term precursor means that the pluripotent cell is a precursor 
of the desired transfected pluripotent cell of the present 
invention. Using established techniques, pluripotent cells 
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may be cultured in vivo to form a mutant animal (Evans et 
al., 1981, Nature 292:292-156). 

[0089] Wherein the cell Which is mutated is a murine cell, 
examples of murine cells that may be employed in the 
present invention include, but are not limited to, embryonic 
stem (ES) cells (preferably primary isolates of ES cells), 
such as RW4, AB 1 (an hprt' cell line) or AB 2.1 (AB 1, an 
hprt+ cell line). 

[0090] Primary isolates of ES cells may be obtained 
directly from embryos, essentially as described for the 
EK.CCE cell line or for ES cells in general. The particular 
embryonic stem cell employed in the present invention is not 
critical. 

[0091] ES cells are preferably cultured on stromal cells, 
e.g., STO cells and/or primary embryonic ?broblast cells as 
described by Robertson, 1987, In “Teratocarcinomas and 
embryonic stem cells: a practical approach”, E. J. Robertson, 
ed. (Oxford: IRL Press), pp. 71-112. The stromal (and/or 
?broblast) cells serve to reduce the clonal outgrowth of 
abnormal ES cells. 

[0092] ES cells harboring a mutant FHIT gene, such as a 
FHIT gene comprising a substitution mutation resulting in 
an in-frame stop codon, may be selected in several Ways. 
First, a selectable marker (e.g., neo, gpt, tk) may be linked 
to the heterologous FHIT gene (e.g., in an intron or ?anking 
sequence) in the targeting construct so that cells having a 
replacement allele may be selected for. Most usually, a FHIT 
gene targeting construct Will comprise both a positive selec 
tion expression cassette and a negative selection expression 
cassette, so that homologously targeted cells can be selected 
for With a positive-negative selection scheme. (Mansour et 
al., 1988, Nature 336: 348). Generally, a positive selection 
expression cassette is positioned in an intron region of the 
heterologous FHIT gene replacement region, While a nega 
tive selection expression cassette is positioned distal to a 
homology clamp, such that double-crossover homologous 
recombination Will result in the integration of the positive 
selection cassette and the loss of the negative selection 
cassette. 

[0093] In other embodiments, introduction of the targeting 
constructs is achieved by pronuclear injection. The preferred 
precursor cell type for pronuclear injection is a fertiliZed 
oocyte. 

5.7 Targeting Constructs 

[0094] Several gene targeting techniques have been 
described, including but not limited to: co-electroporation, 
“hit-and-run”, single-crossover integration, and double 
crossover recombination (Bradley et al., 1992, Bio Technol 
ogy 10: 534. The invention can be practiced using essen 
tially any applicable homologous gene targeting strategy 
knoWn in the art. The con?guration of a targeting construct 
depends upon the speci?c targeting technique chosen. For 
example, a targeting construct for single-crossover integra 
tion or “hit-and-run” targeting need only have a single 
homology clamp linked to the targeting region, Whereas a 
double-crossover replacement-type targeting construct 
requires tWo homology clamps, one ?anking each side of the 
replacement region. 
[0095] For example and not limitation, a preferred 
embodiment is a targeting construct comprising, in order: (1) 
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a ?rst homology clamp having a sequence substantially 
identical to a sequence Within about 3 kilobases upstream 
(i.e., in the direction opposite to the translational reading 
frame of the FHIT gene exons) of an exon of an endogenous 
FHIT gene, (2) a replacement region comprising a positive 
selection cassette having a pgk promoter driving transcrip 
tion of a neo gene, (3) a second homology clamp having a 
sequence substantially identical to a sequence Within about 
3 kilobases doWnstream of said exon of said endogenous 
FHIT gene, and (4) a negative selection cassette, comprising 
a HSV tk promoter driving transcription of an HSV tk gene. 
Such a targeting construct is suitable for double-crossover 
replacement recombination Which deletes a portion of the 
endogenous FHIT locus spanning said exon and replaces it 
With the replacement region having the positive selection 
cassette. If the deleted exon is essential for expression of a 
functional FHIT gene product, the resultant exon-depleted 
allele is functionally disrupted and is termed a null allele. 

[0096] Targeting constructs of the invention comprise at 
least one homology clamp linked in polynucleotide linkage 
(i.e., by phosphodiester bonds) to a targeting region. A 
homology clamp has a sequence Which substantially corre 
sponds to, or is substantially complementary to, a predeter 
mined endogenous FHIT gene sequence of a nonhuman host 
animal, and may comprise sequences ?anking the predeter 
mined FHIT gene. 

[0097] Although no loWer or upper siZe boundaries for 
recombinogenic homology clamps for gene targeting have 
been conclusively determined in the art, the best mode for 
homology clamps is believed to be in the range betWeen 
about 50 basepairs and several tens of kilobases. Conse 
quently, targeting constructs are generally at least about 50 
to 100 nucleotides long, preferably at least about 250 to 500 
nucleotides long, more preferably at least about 1000 to 
2000 nucleotides long, or longer. Construct homology 
regions (homology clamps) are generally at least about 50 to 
100 bases long, preferably at least about 100 to 500 bases 
long, and more preferably at least about 750 to 2000 bases 
long. It is believed that homology regions of about 7 to 8 
kilobases in length are preferred, With one preferred embodi 
ment having a ?rst homology region of about 7 kilobases 
?anking one side of a replacement region and a second 
homology region of about 1 kilobase ?anking the other side 
of said replacement region. The length of homology (i.e., 
substantial identity) for a homology region may be selected 
at the discretion of the practitioner on the basis of the 
sequence composition and complexity of the predetermined 
endogenous FHIT gene target sequence(s) and guidance 
provided in the art (Hasty et al., 1991, Mol. Cell. Biol. 11: 
5586; Shulman et al., 1990, Mol. Cell. Biol. 10: 4466). 
Targeting constructs have at least one homology region 
having a sequence that substantially corresponds to, or is 
substantially complementary to, a predetermined endog 
enous FHIT gene sequence (e.g., an exon sequence, an 

enhancer, a promoter, an intronic sequence, or a ?anking 
sequence Within about 3-20 kb of a FHIT gene), such as a 
FHIT gene sequence. Such a targeting transgene homology 
region serves as a template for homologous pairing and 
recombination With substantially identical endogenous 
FHIT gene sequence(s). In targeting constructs, such homol 
ogy regions typically ?ank the replacement region, Which is 
a region of the targeting construct that is to undergo replace 
ment With the targeted endogenous FHIT gene sequence 
(Berinstein et al., 1992, Mol. Cell. Biol. 12: 360, Which is 
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incorporated herein by reference). Thus, a segment of the 
targeting construct ?anked by homology regions can replace 
a segment of an endogenous FHIT gene sequence by double 
crossover homologous recombination. Homology regions 
and targeting regions are linked together in conventional 
linear polynucleotide linkage (5' to 3' phosphodiester back 
bone). Targeting constructs are generally double-stranded 
DNA molecules, most usually linear. 

[0098] Without Wishing to be bound by any particular 
theory of homologous recombination or gene conversion, it 
is believed that in such a double-crossover replacement 
recombination, a ?rst homologous recombination (e.g., 
strand exchange, strand pairing, strand scission, strand liga 
tion) betWeen a ?rst targeting construct homology region 
and a ?rst endogenous FHIT gene sequence is accompanied 
by a second homologous recombination betWeen a second 
targeting construct homology region and a second endog 
enous FHIT gene sequence, thereby resulting in the portion 
of the targeting construct that Was located betWeen the tWo 
homology regions replacing the portion of the endogenous 
FHIT gene that Was located betWeen the ?rst and second 
endogenous FHIT gene sequences. For this reason, homol 
ogy regions are generally used in the same orientation (i.e., 
the upstream direction is the same for each homology region 
of a transgene to avoid rearrangements). Double-crossover 
replacement recombination thus can be used to delete a 
portion of an endogenous FHIT gene and concomitantly 
transfer a nonhomologous portion (e.g., a neo gene expres 
sion cassette) into the corresponding chromosomal location. 
Double-crossover recombination can also be used to add a 
nonhomologous portion into an endogenous FHIT gene 
Without deleting endogenous chromosomal portions. HoW 
ever, double-crossover recombination can also be employed 
simply to delete a portion of an endogenous gene sequence 
Without transferring a nonhomologous portion into the 
endogenous FHIT gene (see Jasin et al., 1988, Genes Devel. 
2: 1353). Upstream and/or doWnstream from the nonhomolo 
gous portion may be a gene Which provides for identi?cation 
of Whether a double-crossover homologous recombination 
has occurred; such a gene is typically the HSV tk gene Which 
may be used for negative selection. 

[0099] Typically, targeting constructs of the invention are 
used for functionally disrupting endogenous FHIT genes and 
comprise at least tWo homology regions separated by a 
nonhomologous sequence Which contains an expression 
cassette encoding a selectable marker, such as neo (Smith 
and Berg, 1984, Cold Spring Harbor Symp. Quant. Biol. 49: 
171; Sedivy and Sharp, 1989, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. (USA) 
86: 227; Thomas and Capecchi, 1987, cell 51 :503, Which are 
incorporated herein by reference). HoWever, some targeting 
transgenes of the invention may have the homology 
region(s) ?anking only one side of a nonhomologous 
sequence. Targeting transgenes of the invention may also be 
of the type referred to in the art as “hit-and-run” or “in-and 
out” transgenes (Valancius and Smithies, 1991, Mol. Cell. 
Biol. 11: 1402; DonehoWer et al. (1992) Nature 356: 215; 
(1991) J. NIH Res. 3: 59; Which are incorporated herein by 
reference). 
[0100] The positive selection expression cassette encodes 
a selectable marker Which affords a means for selecting cells 
Which have integrated targeting transgene sequences span 
ning the positive selection expression cassette. The negative 
selection expression cassette encodes a selectable marker 
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Which affords a means for selecting cells Which do not have 
an integrated copy of the negative selection expression 
cassette. Thus, by a combination positive-negative selection 
protocol, it is possible to select cells that have undergone 
homologous replacement recombination and incorporated 
the portion of the transgene betWeen the homology regions 
(i.e., the replacement region) into a chromosomal location 
by selecting for the presence of the positive marker and for 
the absence of the negative marker. Selectable markers 
typically are also be used for hit-and-run targeting constructs 
and selection schemes (Valancius and Smithies, 1991, Mol. 
Cell. Biol. 11: 1402. 

[0101] An expression cassette typically comprises a pro 
moter Which is operational in the targeted host cell (e.g., ES 
cell) linked to a structural sequence that encodes a protein or 
polypeptide that confers a selectable phenotype on the 
targeted host cell, and a polyadenylation signal. A promoter 
included in an expression cassette may be constitutive, cell 
type-speci?c, stage-speci?c, and/or modulatable (e.g., by 
hormones such as glucocorticoids; MMTV promoter), but is 
expressed prior to and/or during selection. An expression 
cassette can optionally include one or more enhancers, 
typically linked upstream of the promoter and Within about 
3-10 kilobases. HoWever, When homologous recombination 
at the targeted endogenous site(s) places the nonhomologous 
sequence doWnstream of a functional endogenous promoter, 
it may be possible for the targeting construct replacement 
region to comprise only a structural sequence encoding the 
selectable marker, and rely upon the endogenous promoter 
to drive transcription (Doetschman et al., 1988, Proc. Natl. 
Acad. Sci. (USA) 85: 8583. Similarly, an endogenous 
enhancer located near the targeted endogenous site may be 
relied on to enhance transcription of transgene sequences in 
enhancerless transgene constructs. Preferred expression cas 
settes of the invention encode and express a selectable drug 
resistance marker and/or a HSV thymidine kinase enzyme. 
Suitable drug resistance genes include, for example: gpt 
(xanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase), Which can be 
selected for With mycophenolic acid; neo (neomycin phos 
photransferase), Which can be selected for With G418 or 
hygromycin; and DFHR (dihydrofolate reductase), Which 
can be selected for With methotrexate (Mulligan and Berg 
(1981) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. (U.S.A.) 78: 2072; Southern 
and Berg (1982) J. Mol. Appl. Genet. 1: 327; Which are 
incorporated herein by reference). 

[0102] Selection for correctly targeted recombinants Will 
generally employ at least positive selection, Wherein a 
nonhomologous expression cassette encodes and expresses a 
functional protein (e.g., neo or gpt) that confers a selectable 
phenotype to targeted cells harboring the endogenously 
integrated expression cassette, so that, by addition of a 
selection agent (e.g., G418 or mycophenolic acid) such 
targeted cells have a groWth or survival advantage over cells 
Which do not have an integrated expression cassette. 

[0103] It is preferable that selection for correctly targeted 
homologous recombinants also employ negative selection, 
so that cells bearing only nonhomologous integration of the 
transgene are selected against. Typically, such negative 
selection employs an expression cassette encoding the her 
pes simplex virus thymidine kinase gene (HSV tk) posi 
tioned in the transgene so that it Would integrate only by 
nonhomologous recombination. Such positioning generally 
is accomplished by linking the HSV tk expression cassette 
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(or other negative selection cassette) distal to the recombi 
nogenic homology regions so that double-crossover replace 
ment recombination of the homology regions transfers the 
positive selection expression cassette to a chromosomal 
location but does not transfer the HSV tk gene (or other 
negative selection cassette) to a chromosomal location. A 
nucleoside analog, gancyclovir, Which is preferentially toxic 
to cells expressing HSV tk, can be used as the negative 
selection agent, as it selects for cells Which do not have an 
integrated HSV tk expression cassette. FIAU may also be 
used as a selective agent to select for cells lacking HSV tk. 

[0104] In order to reduce the background of cells having 
incorrectly integrated targeting construct sequences, a com 
bination positive-negative selection scheme can be used 
(Mansour et al., 1988, Nature 366: 348. Positive-negative 
selection involves the use of tWo active selection cassettes: 
(l) a positive one (e.g., the neo gene), that can be stably 
expressed folloWing either random integration or homolo 
gous targeting, and (2) a negative one (e.g., the HSV tk 
gene), that can only be stably expressed folloWing random 
integration, and cannot be expressed after correctly targeted 
double-crossover homologous recombination. By combin 
ing both positive and negative selection steps, host cells 
having the correctly targeted homologous recombination 
betWeen the transgene and the endogenous FHIT gene can 
be obtained. 

[0105] Generally, targeting constructs of the invention 
preferably include: (1) a positive selection expression cas 
sette ?anked by tWo homology regions that are substantially 
identical to host cell endogenous FHIT gene sequences, and 
(2) a distal negative selection expression cassette. HoWever, 
targeting constructs Which include only a positive selection 
expression cassette can also be used. Typically, a targeting 
construct Will contain a positive selection expression cas 
sette Which includes a neo gene linked doWnstream (i.e., 
toWards the carboxy-terminus of the encoded polypeptide in 
translational reading frame orientation) of a promoter such 
as the HSV tk promoter or the pgk promoter. More typically, 
the targeting transgene Will also contain a negative selection 
expression cassette Which includes an HSV tk gene linked 
doWnstream of a HSV tk promoter. For example, but not to 
limit the invention, a schematic representation of a typical 
positive-negative FHIT targeting construct of the invention 
is shoWn in FIG. 4. 

[0106] It is preferred that targeting constructs of the inven 
tion have homology regions that are highly homologous to 
the predetermined target endogenous DNA sequence(s), 
preferably isogenic (i.e., identical sequence). lsogenic or 
nearly isogenic sequences may be obtained by genomic 
cloning or high-?delity PCR ampli?cation of genomic DNA 
from the strain of nonhuman animals Which are the source 
of the ES cells used in the gene targeting procedure. Typi 
cally, targeting polynucleotides of the invention have at least 
one homology region that is at least about 50 nucleotides 
long, and it is preferable that homology regions are at least 
about 75 to 100 nucleotides long, and more preferably at 
least about 200-2000 nucleotides long, although the degree 
of sequence homology betWeen the homology region and the 
targeted sequence and the base composition of the targeted 
sequence Will determine the optimal and minimal homology 
region lengths (e.g., G-C rich sequences are typically more 
thermodynamically stable and Will generally require shorter 
homology region length). Therefore, both homology region 
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length and the degree of sequence homology can only be 
determined With reference to a particular predetermined 
sequence, but homology regions generally must be at least 
about 50 nucleotides long and must also substantially cor 
respond or be substantially complementary to a predeter 
mined endogenous target sequence. Preferably, a homology 
region is at least about 100 nucleotides long and is identical 
to or complementary to a predetermined target sequence in 
or ?anking a FHIT gene. If it is desired that correctly 
targeted homologous recombinants are generated at high 
e?iciency, it is preferable that at least one homology region 
is isogenic (i.e., has exact sequence identity With the cross 
over target sequence(s) of the endogenous FHIT gene), and 
is more preferred that isogenic homology regions ?ank the 
exogenous targeting construct sequence that is to replace the 
targeted endogenous FHIT sequence. 
[0107] Generally, any predetermined endogenous FHIT 
locus can be altered by homologous recombination (Which 
includes gene conversion) With an targeting transgene that 
has at least one homology region Which substantially cor 
responds to or is substantially complementary to a prede 
termined endogenous FHIT gene locus sequence in a mam 
malian cell having said predetermined endogenous FHIT 
gene sequence. Typically, a targeting transgene comprises a 
portion having a sequence that is not present in the prese 
lected endogenous targeted FHIT sequence(s) (i.e., a non 
homologous portion) Which may be as small as a single 
mismatched nucleotide or may span up to about several 
kilobases or more of nonhomologous sequence. Generally, 
such nonhomologous portions are ?anked on each side by 
homology regions, although a single ?anking homology 
region may be used (e.g., in insertion transgenes). Nonho 
mologous portions are used to make insertions, deletions, 
and/ or replacements in a predetermined endogenous targeted 
FHIT gene sequence, and/or to make single or multiple 
nucleotide substitutions in a predetermined endogenous tar 
get DNA sequence so that the resultant recombined 
sequence (i.e., a functionally disrupted endogenous FHIT 
gene) incorporates the sequence information of the nonho 
mologous portion of the targeting construct(s). Substitu 
tions, additions, and deletions may be as small as l nucle 
otide or may range up to about 2 to 10 kilobases or more. A 
preferred nonhomologous portion of a targeting transgene is 
a selectable drug resistance marker (e.g., the neo gene), 
Which may be transferred to a chromosomal location, stably 
replicated, and selected for With a selection agent (e.g., 
G418). Targeting transgenes can be used to inactivate one or 
more FHIT genes in a cell, such as in a murine ES cell, and 
transgenic nonhuman animals harboring such inactivated 
genes may be produced. 

[0108] Once the speci?c FHIT gene(s) to be modi?ed are 
selected, their sequences Will be scanned for possible dis 
ruption sites (e.g., a segment of the murine FHIT gene 
spanning the second and third exons). Plasmids are engi 
neered to contain an appropriately siZed construct replace 
ment sequence With a deletion or insertion in the FHIT gene 
of interest and at least one ?anking homology region Which 
substantially corresponds or is substantially complementary 
to an endogenous target DNA sequence. Typically tWo 
?anking homology regions are used, one on each side of the 
replacement region sequence. For example, but not to limit 
the invention, one homology region may be substantially 
identical to a sequence upstream (i.e., the direction toWards 
the transcription start site(s) of the murine FHIT second 




























